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Webinar Transcript:  

Cooperative Economic Democracy- Pathways for the Great Transition 

Featuring: Pat Conaty 

Monday, February 18th, 2013 

Presenters:  

Patrick Conaty- Research Associate at Community Finance Solutions at the University of 
Salford, Research Associate with Co-operatives U.K. in Manchester and Senior Fellow of the 
New Economics Foundation in London.  

Pat Conaty led an engaging discussion on the transformative potential of cooperatives. Whereas, 
for profit entities are not structured to be transformative, cooperatives are adaptable to change; 
not wired for profit or for charity but rather for service. 

Pat Conaty: 

Cooperative economic democracy- I see that as the scaling up of community economic 
development, its interesting that a lot of people will know Karl Paul Polanyi the great social 
economist, that wrote a book about the great transformation in the 1940s, and 20 years after that, 
another economist, less Kenneth Goulding, from Liverpool working in the US talked about the 
Great Transition in the 1960’s. He is now dead, he died in the 1990’s, and in many ways he was 
the guiding light to the book I did with mike. 

So this is of course, the state we are in:  

 

Three-fold crisis of Volatility 

1. Economic: The Great Recession and Euro-crisis 
 
2.   Ecological: Global warming, climate change and 

food shortages 
 
3.   Social: rising inequality, housing crisis, rising 

cost of basic needs and huge cuts in public 
services   
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Certainly in a lot of areas in Europe, every day we hear more about the climate crisis, problems 
with affordable housing, cuts in public services, etc. etc. The argument that we make in the book, 
which is really building on John Restakis’ book in humanizing the economy. We make the 
argument of how to address basic needs, how to choose basic needs, and how can we use 
cooperative methods to address basic needs. What are the key functions? We argue reclaiming 
finance, we also regard the idea of the commonwealth, and what the commonwealth stewards 
are. And also, localizing, decentralizing, democratizing ownership is critical. 

 

So I will give you examples of these in relation to housing, energy services and also I will talk 
about the role of finance. I think its interesting to distinguish between for profit sector, the non-
profit sectors and the not for profit sectors. For profits of course, dominate the world. Non-
profits, are trying and doing well to mitigate problems, but because of their legal structure, 
NGOs are not really able to access citizen investments, or social finance. So they have a 
restricted legal structure, which means their potential to make a contribution to the solutions of 
the 21st century is very circumscribed. They can deal with campaigning and alleviating 
circumstances, but they are not structured to be transformative. 

Energy 

Reclaiming 
Finance 

Democratizing 
& Localizing 
Ownership 
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Resilience and Transition  
Building a Co-operative Economy Closer to Home  
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Cooperatives are on the other hand, structured to be transformative. They are not-for-profit, not 
for charity but for service, and that is a distinctive difference.  

Professor Karel Williams, Professor of Accounting and Political Economy, who is an associate at 
the Manchester Business School has been advising the Welsh government, and I am based in 
Wales, of a new approach to the 21st century, to think about the economy in terms of the 
foundational economy, is what he calls it.  

Because its this part of the economy, which is hardwired locally to regions and cities, and is 
engaged in the provisioning of food, housing, utility services, finances, repairing infrastructures, 
maintenance, health, social services, knowledge transfer, advice, education, a broad range of 
things. And this is the largest part of the economy in OECD countries. And there is a strategic 
opportunity, he argues, for the foundational economy to be the focus of the redevelopment of the 
Welsh economy, because half the jobs are in this area, and they are intrinsically local.  

Another professor from Cornell University, who is Czech, a life long socialist, Jaroslav Vanek, 
observed a few years ago that coops are a bit like seawater fish in a freshwater pond. They have 
to find freshwater: 

‘For  Service’  – the Co-operative Motto 

1. For profits (investor owned corporations) 
2. Non-profits (NGOs due to their legal structure with 

restricted legal potential  for citizen investor membership) 
3. Not-for-profits (Co-operative  movement  motto:  ‘not  for  

profit,  not  for  charity  but  for  service’) 
4. ‘Foundational  economy’   (Prof. Karel Williams) is hard wired 

locally  to  regions:  for  ‘provisioning  of  food,  housing,  utilities,  
finance, repairs, maintenance, health, social services, 
education, advice, knowledge transfer, etc)  

5. Strategic opportunity for the Co-operative movement: 
because in OECD countries over half the jobs are in services 
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That’s a critical point, really in terms of what needs to be done. We have to invent these 
institutions and they have to become larger and stronger to support the potential for the 
cooperative economy to move from the small part of the economy to become the core economy. 

And if you look, and we looked in our book, Mike and I, at the history of the cooperative 
movement, in the early history, if you read Robert Owen and the early pioneers of cooperation in 
Europe and the US, and in Canada as well, there was a big concern in the 19th century for land 
reform, there was a lot of concern with financing, in the early coop, people didn’t want to use 
interest. And there was this concern, how do we build cooperative commonwealth? Well this is 
what Mike and I argue are the ABCs of cooperative commonwealth. Land reform, financing 
reform and corporate reform in relation to building cooperative commonwealth. 

 

Co-operative Economy – Transforming the Paradigm 
 The Need for Integrated Co-operative Systems 

   ‘Co-ops in the West are a bit like sea water fish in a 
freshwater pond. The capitalist world in the last 200 
years has evolved its own institutions, instruments, 
political  frameworks,  etc.  ………Economic  democracy  
needs  its  own  institutions.’ 

                Professor Jaroslav Vanek, Cornell University 

Co-operative Economy ABCs  
 Integrated Methods to Democratise Land, Labour and Capital 

A. Practical land reform 
B. Mutual risk financing and access to low-cost capital 
C. Co-operative Commonwealth: ‘I  and  We’  co-production 

equity for ‘inter-generational  stewardship  of  the  commons’ 
 
Sources: 
       1. Ward Morehouse, Bob Swann, George Benello and Shann Turnbull, 

Building Sustainable Communities, 1989, Bootstrap Press. 
       2.  Mike Lewis and Pat Conaty, The Resilience Imperative – 
         Co-operative Transitions to a Steady-State Economy, 2012, New Society 

Publishers. 
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One book that inspired me on this journey, was a book in 1989 by Bob Swann, George Benello 
and Shann Turnbull, this is a very important book because they looked and land, labor and 
capital at the way I am going to describe it here. So this is a crash course in some way to those 
arguments.  

What I am going to look at is in two parts: first I will look at affordable housing and Community 
Land Trusts as a cooperative CED solution, and include examples from what we have been doing 
in the UK. In the second part I will look at community energy and community finance projects. 

 

So first, community land trusts; an old coop idea. CLTs are developed now in the US, in the UK 
there are a few in Canada. They own land under a non-profit multi stakeholder structure of 
governance, and they own land for improving and preserving its affordability for housing for 
both tenants and owner occupied homes. And they have two options: they can develop a home 
ownership option, where the CLT owns the land, but individuals can buy the homes on the land. 
And the home-owners lease their homes, and they have a way of, through the CLT of selling that 
on to another person to buy in. And there is a rental option where the CLT owns the housing and 
the CLT can lease the land to non-profit or coop housing organizations.  

And there are other applications as well, and this is very important for transition town 
organizations to understand. They can develop workspace, community buildings, community 
gardens, community supported agriculture and use for community energy. So they are very 
versatile as a way of developing the cooperative economy.  

Innovation  in  the  UK:    ‘Co-op  CED’  Solutions   

1. Affordable housing: Community Land Trusts 
2. Community energy: Commonwealth Wheel 
3. Local economy reinvestment: Community 

Development Finance  
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So it really was people like Thomas Spence in the 1770s who developed this idea of Parish Land 
Trust in England, Robert Owen and the Chartists, who were tribunal organizations in Britian and 
Ireland. They all were involved in developing Land trusts.  

Out of Robert Owen’s experiments, virtually every one failed, they were quite ambitious 
(England, Scotland, Wales and the US). The Chartists were somewhat successful in setting up 
coop villages in the middle of the 19th century. The practice really died out though. It revived in 
the USA as part of civil rights movement in the late 1960s, but it didn’t go very far. It wasn’t 
until the 1980s until it began to move forward. 

To understand the process of diffusing social innovations, we spent five years researching the 
legal structures, researching financing mechanisms, doing all the setting up work, we did some 
of that at the new economics foundation and some of that at the University of Salford, in a unit 
called Community Finance Solution, which we set up in 2000. And the setting up work at the 
university, led to the establishment of a national demonstration project, which ran from 2006 to 
2011. We set out to establish 15 rural and 15 urban community land trusts in England and Wales. 
We ended up setting up 20 rural successfully, and a similar number were set up in Scotland 
rather earlier, that’s a bit of a different story; they are somewhat different in Scotland. 

Since then 100 further CLTs have been developing and they are in formation (in addition to the 
20) and there are about 25 in addition to that in Scotland as well as the 20 in England.  

 

Community Land Trusts: Mutualising Land 

1. CLTs own land under a non-profit multi-stakeholder 
democratic governance model for improving and preserving  
the affordability of housing for renters and owners  

2. Home ownership option – CLT owns land, individuals own 
homes. Lease covenants include resale formula to preserve 
affordability. 

3. Rental option – CLT owns land. CLT can own housing or lease 
land to non-profit or co-op housing organization. 

4. Other applications: workspace, community buildings, 
community gardens, community supported agriculture and 
for community energy. 

 
10 
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In the USA there are many more; there are about 250 CLTs. If you want more information about 
these CLTs, including case studies, you can go to that weblink there, the National CLT Network.  

How do they work? Well basically, how this illustration shows, if you look at the open markets, 
what the land trust does is takes the land out to the market and controls the price of the land, and 
so it is an open market situation land prices rise, that pushes up the house price. By taking the 
land out of the equation, you can keep the house and rental price lower, so it really allows you to 
have affordable housing in perpetuity. 

Community Land Trusts 

1. Origin in the early Co-operative movement but forgotten – 
Thomas Spence, Robert Owen and Chartists 

2. Revived in the USA (1970s) and UK (in past 15 years) 

3. UK phase 1: five years of research into legal structures, 
financing mechanisms and setting up work 

4. National Demonstration Project: (2006-2011) established 20 
rural CLTs in England and a similar number in Scotland 

5. 100 further UK CLTs in formation including urban ones in 
East London, Bristol, Dover and Cardiff and 250 CLTs in USA 

5.   National CLT Network (since 2010): 
http://www.communitylandtrusts.org.uk/ncltn  
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This is an interesting graph that shows, that in the fourth quarter of 2009, a year into the collapse 
of the banking system, you can see that this very high level of subprime foreclosure action, in the 
fourth quarter of 1009, which almost a third of the properties were in the delinquency states. In 
the prime market, you actually had 7% of homes in delinquency and in the CLT 1%. So in terms 
of combating volatility, the CLT market was performing 7 times better than the prime mortgage 
market. So that shows the robustness of the structure.  

12 

Community Land Trust Action 

Community 
Control of Land 
Preserves 
Affordability 

Source: Champlain Housing Trust 
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CLTs in a Volatile Housing Market (USA)  

National Community 
Land Trust Network 
(USA) and Mortgage 
Bankers Association 
(MBA) data for 
mortgage delinquency 
and foreclosure, 4th 
quarter 2009 

Source: Champlain Housing Trust 

SEE Change and the Four Steps 

SEE (Social, Ecological and Economic) Change 
1. Sharing ideas, resources and co-operating intensely 
2. Seeing the universe and opportunities radically 

differently but co-operatively 
3. Seeking by practical experiment positive, socially 

inclusive and economically democratic solutions 
4. Securing generative pathways to accelerate the 

Great Transition  
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Seeing the world differently; looking at the land trust as opposed to the open market (that is a 
different way of seeing the world) radically and cooperatively.  

I will illustrate the idea of seeking of transformation, positively, socially, inclusively, and 
economically democratic solutions. And also how this process of sharing, seeing, seeking can 
secure generative pathways to accelerate the great transition to a cooperative economy.  

So the process of CLT development involves a process of introducing ideas, building a model 
and a lot of this was the education we did at the University of Salford and with the new 
economics foundations, the detailed planning, for the national demonstration project, and then 
we are actually in this process of planning, construction and then building the properties and then 
getting them to new homeowners and new tenants.  

 

So let’s now look how this happens. Over a period of trial and error over the last 12 years, what 
we have done is develop a model called the Commonwealth wheel. We found a lot of 
organizations were trying to do CLTs but they were starting ahead of the curve. They should 
have started at 1 o’clock and worked around the clock. The process of CLT development is a 
social, environmental, legal, financial, operational and physical process. 

Stages of the CLT Journey 

Detailed  
Planning 

Intro 

C
os

t o
f s

ch
em

e 

Building  
the model 

Time 

Completed 
Scheme 
(Occupancy) Construction 
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So these 6 steps are critical to understand how to do CLTs and other types of social innovation. 
So what we have done is set up a national facilitation fund, and we couldn’t get the banks and the 
government to give us a penny. We got money from three national charitable foundations willing 
to support this experiment. They gave us about $2 million pounds ($3.5 million CAD). The 
national fund was open to projects in England and Wales that met the legal definition of CLT 
and half of their development had to be housing (so could still develop workspace or food 
projects). The project secured additional finance from Social Banks, Community Land and 
Finance (CDFI) and Venturesome (Community Development Venture Capital Fund). This fund 
was related to the 6-step process. 

Commonwealth Wheel – Six Steps linked to National CLT Fund 
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So, the projects that let’s say a community organization in any part of England and Wales, can 
apply to the fund and can get technical advice to help them with the four steps, and then the next 
stage if they got the advice, would be to apply for a grant of 5000 pounds for technical 
assistance, beyond that they could apply for funding for pre-development finance, and beyond 
that they could apply for development finance to build the housing that they were seeking to 
build. So this national CLT fund was related to the 6-step process. 

Basically, this is how it works. Stage 1, after they’ve had the orientation with a specialist, they 
can apply for set up costs for their venture, up to 5000 pounds, pre-development work for an 
architect or professional to help develop a scheme to apply to the planning authority to build it 
and that would be up to 5000 pounds for a house for a small scheme, if they were developing 6 
houses in a rural area that would be up to 30000 pounds. And then there would be project 

National CLT Fund 

1. A facilitation fund for CLT projects in England and Wales – 
supported by three national charitable foundations 

2. Funds for those bodies that meet the legal definition of a CLT 

3. Projects must be 50% housing at least 

4. Focus of funding includes four stages from seed and grant 
funds to pre-development and construction finance 

5. Additional finance from Social Banks, Community Land and 
Finance (CDFI) and Venturesome (Community Development 
Venture Capital Fund)  

Feasibility day 
 
one day of advice 
to help you 
identify the steps 
to take 

Technical 
assistance grant 
  
a small grant to 
fund initial costs 

Pre-
development 
finance  
 
funding your 
project prior to 
planning 
permission 

Development  
finance 
 
funding the costs of 
construction 

You can apply directly to any part of the fund 

Support from The National CLT 
Fund for implementing the Six Steps  
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financing and construction finance at 7.5% from one of these social banks, so this is the 
resourcing process here. 

 

 

So, what’s happened? Over the period of 5 years, over 80 CLTs were formed, now we are up to 
100.  229 homes were built, and of those types of housing that were built, 59% were for sale to 
homeowners, 35% for rent, and 6% was for outright sale and subsidy; that’s not part of the CLT. 
That was done through finance and development in a different way.  

Part sales, were 85,000-115,000, so for one bedroom unit about that level, two bedroom units 
that level, three bedroom units would be up at a different price. In most cases, the open market 
value in Cornwall would be $400,000 pounds. So you can see that depending on the area, they 
are well below the market, so very affordable.  

CLT Project - Development Costs 

Stages of CLT Scheme 
1. Set up Costs 
 
2.    Pre-development 

 
 
3.    Project management 
 
4.    Construction finance 
 
 

Type of Expenditure 
Legal, feasibility & consultation 

event up to £5000  
Architect and professional and  

planning fees up to £5000 
per house for small scheme 

2.5% charge to the project 
 
7.5% from Charity bank, 

Triodos or Ecology Building 
Society 
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So let’s look at Cornwall, it is interesting because it was a successful rural area, they developed 
105 homes on 12 sites, they have a partnership with Cornwall Rural Housing which is a non 
profit, they were able to set up a revolving loan fund in addition to the national CLT fund from 
the county council, which has put in capital at 0% for the construction financing. 

They have developed an interesting partnership between Cornwall Rural Housing, which works 
to develop the rental units, and the Cornwall CLT develops the units for sale. So already the 
Cornwall Rural Housing non-profit has been specializing in rental units so they continued to do 
that but they didn’t have a good developer for the for-sale units, and the Cornwall CLT is the 
new mutual enterprise is developing this for sale units. And they control the sale price by what is 
called a restricted covenance, so they control if someone wants to sell the units, to keep the land 
price out of the market, to have a way of controlling the open market sale. 

CLTs established in rural England 

Proof of Concept report – February 2012 
1. 80 CLTs formed, 20 have built rural housing under the 

National Demonstration Project 
2. 229 homes: 137 built and 92 under construction 
3. Tenure types: 59% part sale, 35% affordable rent and 

6% for outright sale and cross subsidy 
4. Part sale property range: £85K to £115K 
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So this is the 6 steps, these allow groups to understand the wheel and enable them to work 
together, not just community based groups, the not profit housing groups, architects, local 
authority, banker, credit union, can all work in this way. It facilitates co-production and that is 
why it is so important.  

Cornwall CLT 

CLT Umbrella for Cornwall county: 105 homes on 12 sites: 

1. Industrial and Provident Society for community benefit 

2. Technical expertise partnership with Cornwall Rural Housing 
3. Pre-development finance: Revolving Loan Fund from County 

Council, zero interest  

4. Construction finance: setting up a Revolving Loan Fund using 

Public Works Loan Board 
5. Division of labour: Cornwall Rural Housing the rental units 

and Cornwall CLT and six local CLTs develop part sale units 

6. Resale covenants (sub-prime for lenders though) to maintain 

affordability on part sales at 50-70% of open market value 

7. Project development income sustains CLT operations 
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Q & A 

Q: Have there been particular problems? This is a process of diffusing finance; of financing 
each of the stages. Often the processes are more about the people, the capacity, the 
development of the ideas, then once the project was substantive then the finance would 
come in. The question is, how did you do the people part? Have problems arisen on 
capacities or battles within the groups? 

A: The national demonstration project was supported in several ways. One, there was a training 
program established to support groups to understand the 6 steps and stages and to understand 
how to work around the Commonwealth Wheel.  

The other thing that was done, there was money in from foundations, this is very important, to 
bring groups together that were working on the rural projects, (I will come back to the urban 
projects have been delayed), to bring the rural projects together at least twice a year where they 
would meet and get to know each other, and bond with each other. So that they could engage in 
peer learning, so they could actually go out and visit one another to, there was money also as part 
of the national CLT fund, for groups to get in a mini-bus to go out and look for at someone who 
was making headway, for a group that was getting stuck along the six steps. That peer learning, 

Commonwealth Wheel: SELF-OP 
(Social, Environmental, Legal, Financial, Operational, Physical)  

1. Six sequential steps – two stages  

2. Allows groups and supporting 
agencies to visualise the full process  

3. Provides a step by step democratic 
system for success 

4. Ensures tasks are completed in 
correct sequence to reduce wasted 
time and effort 

5. Two key ingredients – access to land 
and equitable finance 

6. Potential for a step change in project 
numbers  
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knowledge transfer was very critical. It’s always hard to resource that unfortunately. The 
foundations understand the needs to resource that.  

Interestingly, the Cornwall and Devin, have been the most successful of the areas, Cambria has 
been getting successful.  

The Cornwall project has been successful for a variety of reasons: 
• They built relationship between the public and social issues: public-social partnerships 

were achieved on the ground (with grassroots and non-profits). 
• Formed strategic partnerships with the Cornwall municipality, the municipality, 

Cornwall Council and the District Council, which enabled them to develop loan fund for 
the county.  No other part of the country has been able to replicate that, although we are 
trying to do that slowly in North Wales. This made a huge difference because they are 
now able to accelerate construction phase due to this solid public social partnership 

• There are other reasons as well; who on the ground you need to actually lead it. 
Cornwall, had someone that had housing construction skills, and then other areas did not 
have that, they had people good at animating and coaching skills, so they did not have 
hard technical skills, so that is another reason why Cornwall has been so successful.  

Q: (Robin Murray) Have you found, one of the issues in CLTs is how you get hold of the 
freehold early on? And your diagram of increasing rent is saying that we have hold of the 
freehold and the value of the land is ridden, and I wonder about the rural, have a lot of 
these been getting farmland which has been re-designated?  

A: One of the key reasons in the UK, it is such a densely populated island, well over 60 million 
people, you’ve got such high density population, land prices are extremely high, so it is very 
hard to get urban land for doing this at a knock down price. But on rural areas at the edges of 
small towns or on the end of a village, you can get exception sites where you can get land at 
agricultural prices or something near agricultural prices, which is not development land. Once 
you get planning consent for that you can get the land into the trust and it basically allows you to 
endow the land trust with a gifted asset.  That has been harder to do in cities. It can be done in 
cities if the public sector was willing to endow the land trust in the same way.  

Q: Please tell us about the extent to which CLTs have expanded to other productive 
purposes such as food growing operations. If they have, are these processes similar? 

A: The answer is yes, to some extent. So for example in both the US and the UK, just briefly, 
you have definitely in Western Canada and BC what is called environmental land trusts. 
Environmental land trusts preserve the beauty of the natural landscape in perpetuity by bringing 
into the trust. What they don’t allow is mixed development (they are for preserving the natural 
landscape, but not for affordable housing or development). CLTs that apply for areas of natural 
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beauty, can concentrate on food growing, can concentrate on a range of productive purposes 
(including housing).  

We have developed some farming land trusts. The Soil Association, which is the national trade 
body for organic farming, has developed a land trust organization and also the biodynamic land 
trusts has been developed as well, so it is beginning to happen in the U.K.  

We have done work with smaller food growing projects in cities and towns, to develop 
something called community land bank for food growing. These projects are in the initial stages 
of development in England and Scotland as CLTs for food. So the early process for CLTs for 
food is happening, and these processes that I showed you with 6 stages do apply to food projects 
as well.  

Q (Michelle Colussi): How important is it to secure grants and financing funds in 
ADVANCE of starting to work with groups? Does the availability of funding bring people 
to the training? Or, does the training build interest and then demand for funding? It 
sounds as it- without Pat’s organization securing the grant and loan funds- the scaling 
would not have been successful. 

A: That’s a very good point. Without the resourcing to the sister groups, none of this would have 
been achievable at all, or would have taken a very long time. So with the US for example, 
although they started the CLT movement in, 1968, the first CLT failed, they had a number of 
failures after that. Really, it was only with the development of a revolving loan fund and 
supporting financing mechanism that success began to happen in the US.  

So without a social investment framework, which is structured similar to the way described 
above, it could happen, but at a snail’s pace. It is imperative to bring together technical 
assistance, education, training, peer learning, financing, the legal structures have to be 
appropriate as well. Hence, we spent 5 years doing the research to set up the foundation. That 
was critical. 

Q (Ana Maria): What legal forms have been used to establish CLT in UK? 

A: The CLT itself can be structured as a multi stakeholder coop, what we call “mutual” in the 
UK. That could be, generally, under coop law. An Industrial and Provident Society (IPS) 
community benefit society (Bencom), is the official name.  

This goes back to the original coop law in Europe of 1852. That legislation is still current and I 
think it certainly has informed Canadian legislation to some extent. There is also non-profit 
legislation, which is a company limited by guarantee, in the US (501-c-3) that can be used for the 
land. You can use a not for profit legal structure or a coop structure for the land. But keep in 
mind that the land isn’t a single stakeholder coop; it’s a multi stakeholder. 
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On the land, you could develop a housing coop for example, easily. We’ve developed a whole 
bunch of research on mutual home ownership, which is what the Welsh government is interested 
in. Coop housing is based on shared equity (as opposed to zero equity coops which are popular in 
Canada and the UK).   

Q: What organization is responsible for coordinating all of this activity? I can’t imagine 
community groups being able to advance proposals for these grants and loan funds. Does it 
need a national intermediary to be doing this work? Maybe it is the timing of securing the 
finance and the role of Pat’s organization or a national intermediary- how important is 
this? 

A: Very good question. In the national demonstration project, we were doing the SEE change (4 
steps). We were sharing knowledge, building partnerships with academics, lawyers, social 
financiers, planners, etc. We were really going on a journey, sharing and seeing it differently. 
There was genuine experimentation going on. We were trying to plan to see where it would go 
and secure generative pathways. We were also organizing a national conference once a year to 
come together, to talk about these ideas, so people that had no idea (not for profits, housing orgs, 
local government organizations, civil servants) could attend workshops and learn more about all 
of this.  

This work that we started with the University of Salford became a trade organization, 
(http://www.cdfa.org.uk/), this organization brings the partners together and builds an evolving 
sector.  What happens is that the University of Salford was doing the running, the new 
economics foundation dropped out, the University incubated this program and at once stage we 
handed it over to the national trade body, we said “here is all the training work we’ve done, here 
is all the action learning, here is all the finance stuff, here is what we learned, take it over from 
here and take it over to build it from here.”  

Something similar happened in the USA, ICE- Institute for Community Economics lead 
something similar which lead to the American National Community Land Trust Network.  
 

Part 2: Cooperatives for a Sustainable Energy Future 

These steps are important, so there is the social side, a lot of groups do a lot of work, and one of 
the key things is to find yourself a site; if you don’t have any land you will never have a land 
trust. So a lot of groups were doing tones of work but could not find a site.  

You can do these things conterminously, but if you don’t get the social, in other words, if you 
don’t sell it to the people who live in the area, and you come in and try to bring it in, you will 
have this ‘not in my backyard’ problem and the residents will reject it. There must be a lot of 
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work to sell this idea to local people and get them to support it and want to be part of the land 
trust. There is a lot of social capital building. 

Social, environmental, legal, financial- these are the foundations to build. If you don’t put these 
foundations in place you will build on sand not on concrete.  

I am not going to go through and start looking at this in relation to energy.  

Case Studies: Low Carbon Economy Project: West Midlands (Birmingham) 

About 2 years ago, there were two agencies I was interested in working with, one was the local 
West Midlands, a group that links to the new economics foundation, an NGO and another was 
this energy agency called Marches. We did a joint venture with county council area (funder) to 
pursue this low carbon economy project,  

The challenge was to support community energy projects under say 1.5$ mil CAD capital size. 
So, we worked over a year on this project, recruited 24 mentors, trained them, did a baseline 
survey of county area to determine all community energy projects we could find, we found 52 
communities in this pretty large county area, many cities and towns, so bigger than the greater 
Vancouver area in terms of population, and we looked at packaging the funding for them, 
because there was not a framework for them like the National CLT framework.  

We developed 10 case studies and projects, and looked at all the technologies that you would 
imagine, so wind, hydro power, solar power, energy saving, biomass and anaerobic digestors, 
and also, different plans to develop these technical plans.  

 

Low Carbon Economy Project: West Midlands  
• Localise West Midlands and 

Marches Energy Agency: 
recruited and trained 24 mentors 

• 10 case studies prepared  
• 52 communities engaged  
• Packages of funding for 

community groups to commission 
service providers and installers  

• Range of technologies:   
– Wind turbines 
– Hydro power 
– PV – simpler and complex 
– Energy efficiency 
– Site surveys 
– Community plan development 
– Biomass and Anaerobic digesters 
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Here is an example of these interesting case studies, because it was quite simple, in many ways. 
There were two people, this is a community center for a church, between Birmingham and mid-
Wales, on the border. And you can see what they have developed. 30kW. They were fortunate 
enough to have some techie people in the church. There were people with some financing skills 
and business modeling skills, which came together. They were able to develop this fantastic 
scheme. Interestingly, they persuaded the Church of England to fund, put capital up at one point 
1.25%, which the bank base rate or the prime rate is 0.5%. So at this very low rate of interest 
they were able to generate 8% return.  

What is interesting about it is that it was so simple, and they used these 6 steps, is that now it is 
being diffused. They didn’t have to set up a CLT because they already had an institution, the 
church and community center. The local parish church could do this, and now they shared it with 
over 20 other churches, and now this has begun happening in the county, because of this exempt 
clause. So it has begun to disseminate within the Church of England nationally. obviously huge 
national potential.  

 

Tutbury Hydro, Staffordshire 

Bayston Hill, Shropshire - 30kW pv   
Peer Learning and Knowledge Transfer 

• Driven by 2 group members with technical and financial skills   

• Loan at ¾% over base rate – 1.25% from local Diocese to unlock the project 

• Earning 8% return from FIT scheme, so healthy return for Church 

• Experience and learning shared with over 20 community groups and networks from 

across the West Midlands, and much of it open sourced.  Also disseminated within 

Church of England networks. Obvious national potential.   
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This was the more challenging project, that was the opposite in terms of the problems that 
occurred along the journey. This is a Hydro scheme, built along the weir. This weir goes back to 
the middle ages, in terms of the original weir near a castle. They were trying to tap into it as a 
hydro scheme. It started as a plan, and these are all community activists in the village of Tutbury, 
and the plan was to go where the castle was where the original medieval weir was.  

They spent about a and a bit year working it, and I the end they found the kind of work that was 
done around flood protection, that there was actually insufficient flow because they could not 
afford the technical reports. And then they raised the money for the technical reports they found 
there was insufficient flow for the work there.  

So then they went to a different site, further up, along the stretch here, and it was problematic for 
a number of other reasons and they spent a year on that. And then the national government 
agency told them you have to go to the other side of the river and do it way over there, so they 
started to go on a third plan, they found that the land over there was a different land, and the 
landowner over there was not consulted, and to make matters worse, the river was divided 
between one municipality on one side of the river and another municipality on the other side, so 
another planning system and a new grid connection.  

So the lessons here were, all the things that can go wrong, because of not learning from 
precedents, and people that have done it before, and all of the time that they spent as volunteers. 
And look at all of the people trying to help them. There were 12 organizations trying to help 
them, technical, coop, specialists in hydro, etc. etc. This tells you once again, why we have to go 
back to the 6 steps. Because if everyone was working along these 6 steps this group would not 
have had the problems that they had. You had so many people in the kitchen trying to play chef. 
The 6 steps are so important for co-production.  
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So, what we’ve been trying to do since, is to build up a Community energy partnership, just like 
the CLT is a partnership, leading to the trade bodies to develop a hydro schemes through a public 
social partnership model at the territorial level and at the national level. Because the departments 
of energy and climate change are hopeless the public servants are even more hopeless about all 
this stuff. 

 

Let’s look at another experiment, both in relation to CLTs and potential community energy 
partnerships which we are trying to develop now, is we are negotiating with foundations now to 
do the same for energy that they have done for affordable housing. We have done earlier and I 
started this work in the late 1980’s, Chuck Matthai worked with Robert Swann (who wrote 
Building Sustainable Community in 1989) to develop the Institute of Community Economics 
originally in Boston, then Springfield then in other parts of MA.  

They developed the first community loan fund to finance CLTs because no bank would make a 
loan at all, and also none would make a loan for worker coops.  

Tutbury Hydro (75kW), Staffordshire  
A Community Energy Partnership  

Learning the hard way - now on Plan C 
• Plan A – insufficient flow due to flood prevention measures  
• Plan B – scuppered by Environment Agency – try other side of the river 
• Plan C – new landlord, new site, new planning authority, new grid connection 

1. Numerous show stoppers – all needing sorting first before there is a viable plan  
2. Driven entirely by volunteers with help from: Carbon Leapfrog; ShareEnergy, Renewable 
Design Consultants, Derwent Hydro, H2OPE, Local Authority, Coops UK, Baker Brown 
Associates, Key Fund, Sustainability West Midlands and many local individuals, universities 
and community networks.   
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What has happened since?  Amazing what can happen when you allow time to flow, if it’s a 
good idea. 

- Now there are over 1000 in the USA. They started out as community loan funds. 
- See trade body site on slide 
- Community Development Credit Unions- these are completely different, these are 

lending to the poorest American rural and urban, 250 of these, very different from typical 
Canadian Credit Unions, very radical credit unions,  

- Today these have over 43 billion in assets, really a people’s banking movement  

 

What have we learned? I have this way of explaining it; to get from radical edge idea to 
prototype and moving it forward in my experience takes about 5-7 years (“the 7 year itch”). So 
that the setting up period, conceptualization and the research can take that long if you are in a 
hostile environment that has not done that before. 

So the first thing we did in the 1990’s, we started working on prototypes. We had a false launch 
in 1995, we had an earlier launch that was a bit false in 1994, we essentially launched it and 
raised capital, roughly $350,000 in 1997 (it took 7 years). Other organizations were going, there 
were 3 that were pioneering (most of the get go was 1995-1997).  

The research that we did beyond that, after we had prototypes where we were lending money, we 
then worked with nef and University of Birmingham to develop a roadmap “small is bankable” 
report over an 18 month period. Did lots of case studies in the US. We were fortunate because 

Community Development Finance Institutions 
CDFI movement in the USA and the UK 

1. Pioneered by Chuck Mattei in the 1970s as ICE Community Loan Fund to 
finance CLTs and worker co-operatives 

2.  Now over 1000 in the USA including: 
       - Community Development Loan Funds 
       - Community Development Credit Unions 
       - Community Development Venture Capital Funds 
       - Community Development Banks 
3.    USA model for CDFIs adapted to the UK in 1990s and now 60 operating in 

the UK plus a few social banks – mostly for enterprise lending (small 
business and social enterprise. 

4.    Community Development Finance Association UK – see trade body 
website at http://www.cdfa.org.uk/ 
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the Conservatives were voted out in 1997 and the labor government was voted in. Clinton was 
interested as well (he was elected in 1992). So from ’98-’99 we worked under Geoff Mulgan was 
an advisor to Tony Blair’s government on policy review. There were 14 policy teams to review 
national policy. One was on access to financing, that one was over 2 years, and it led to support 
community development finance organizations to be set up, plus training, plus technical support, 
so 140$ million was raised, for that 5 year phase of national demonstration work, there was also 
task force set up to develop tax relief to support these organizations have a chance in the market 
and the national trade body was evolved out of the work we did in the 1990s.  

 

Summary: What has been achieved?  

Knowledge transfer of CDFIs to the UK 
Building the Road as we Travel –  The first 15 Years 

1. Experimental CDFIs in 1990s inspired by US pioneers (ART, Investors in 
Society and the Local Investment Fund) 

2. Action research policy and advocacy work led by new economics 
foundation and the University of Birmingham to show a road map 

3. Successful advocacy to the new Labour government in 1997 
4. Cabinet Office Policy Action Team 3 on Access to Finance with 

government in 1998-99 and led by Geoff Mulgan 
5. Setting up the Phoenix Fund (£140 million), national training  and 

technical support programme over 5 years to 2004 
6. Social Investment Task Force to create Community Investment Task 

Relief and to set up the Community Development Finance Association – 
national trade body 
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New lending every year is now about $200 million (English currency), plus they attract another 
$78 million for borrowers so there’s a quarter of a billion pounds of investments happening ever 
year through 60 community development loan funds. The aggregate loans for portfolio is close to 
three quarters of a billion, aggregate nationally, and they are now lending to un-bankable 
enterprises and households, so to get a loan from these organizations, the banks have to reject the 
organizations who are helped. 

So the types of loans are microbusiness, small business, social enterprise, personal lending to 
high-risk groups, housing improvement and CLT lending. A lot of these organizations are repeat 
borrowers for different purposes. A recent study has recently has just been done, the GHK study, 
launched in Jan 2013, shows that the unmet demand annually, 5.5 billion to 6.7 billion annual 
shows there is a long way to go to meet the unmet demand for the market for these projects, that 
you can see are bankable but will not be lent to by the conventional banks. 

Let me look at the green economy opportunity in relation to housing. One of the reasons that the 
CLTs in the US are so much bigger and successful is because they started with affordable 
housing and then more laterally, they moved to enterprise lending. In the UK, the govenment 
was interested in enterprise lending not housing investments. We have only recently begun to 
move into housing.  

This is an interesting organization, they are called NeighborWorks (www.nw.org/): 

Profile of Community Development Finance  

1. Volume of new lending of £200 million annually plus 

leverage of £78 million for borrowers   

2. Aggregate loan portfolio of £714 million to unbankable 

enterprises and households  

3. Types of loans: micro-business, small business, social 

enterprise, personal lending to high risk groups, housing 

improvement and CLT lending 

4. Loans (2004-2011) to 63,400 households, 11,400 businesses 

and 3,100 social enterprises 

5. GHK study (2013) shows CDFI unmet demand of £5.5 to £6.7 
billion annually 
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Like with the work that we did with CLTs where we did 5 or 6 policy research studies over 5 
years, and with Community Development Loan Funds for Enterprises, we did 5 studies for that, 
we did 3 to 4 studies on Community Loan Funds investment for housing retrofit. 

 

So the R & D should not be underestimated for civil service (e.g. policy research). Here are some 
(so there are 60 community loan funds operating in enterprise lending fields), theses are 7 that 
have diversified into housing. This is the average loan size they are doing (typically around 
$13,000). One org does unsecured lending, 6 out of 7 do secured loans just in the lending market 

Green Economy Opportunity: Aging, energy 
inefficient housing stock in disrepair 

        NeighborWorks (USA) has assisted 1.2 million low-income 
households since 1991 
– more than 230 urban and rural delivery networks in 4,400  

local communities  
– have mobilised investment of $18.1 billion since 2001  
– Neighborhood Lending Services (CDFI) – Chicago pioneer 
– Model for CDFI home improvement finance in the UK 
– Three UK action research studies carried out to set up 

three CDFI housing retrofit loan funds 
 

Community Development Finance Loan 
Products for Housing Retrofit 

1.   Secured Loans  for low-income homeowners 
2.   Community investment of £100 million 
3.   Loan products diverse to meet affordability  
     - Capital and Interest repayment 
     - Interest only  
     - Rolled up interest (70 years plus) 

     - Equity share Loans (LRS and Street UK)  
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for second mortgages really. They have developed 4 loan products to meet affordability. These 
are people that would have been rejected by the banks for a home improvement loan, would not 
even get a subprime loan probably. So the loans are either repayment loans or interest only, so 
they only service the interest not the principal payment, or what is called the rolled up interest, 
where they don’t have to service the interest, we just roll up the interest because they are an older 
person (over 70 years) and they don’t pay anything. That accumulates, and obviously when the 
house is sold the debt will be repaid.  

 

Equity share loans, in those areas of the country where property prices were, over the last 5-6 
years still rising, there were areas where they wouldn’t pay anything, and the loan would just be 
an equity loan in the property. When the house sold, the property appreciation, there would be a 
% uplift on the property. Let’s say you invested 10% equity in the open market value of the 
home, and then the home was sold after 10 years but increased in price by 50%. If you invested 
20000 pounds, so you get uplift and you get your return on investment as part of an equity share.  

CDFIs for home improvement lending in the UK   
Typical Loan Size   

                                                                                          £ 
1. London Rebuilding Society                               56,000 
2. Street UK                                                              13,000 
3. Home Improvement Trust                                12,000 
4. Parity Trust                                                             8,000 
5. Wessex Home Improvement Loans                   6,000 
6. Lancashire Community Finance                         6,000 
7. Robert Owen Community Banking                    5,000  
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So how do these organizations perform?  

 

Pretty well. The loan delinquency nationally, for the $100 million is pretty low. Bad debt really 
is, there hasn’t been any bad debt that they haven’t been able to manage. One of the reasons that 
it has been very successful is because the interest rates have been kept below 5%. In one case it 
was 3%.  

This is one CDFI down in the SouthWest, Wessex Home Improvement loans, working near the 
Bristol area, they do two home visits with every borrower to make sure that the person can pay 
and they set the loan products circumstances very carefully. They fit the right shoes to the right 
feet to make sure that they dot have any problems with bad debt or delinquency or arrears.  

These organizations have been doing pilots with the Energy Saving Trust, which is a national 
non-profit on green loans, for cutting carbon, and one of the tragic things is that the banks aren’t 
lending to small business, and so the banks have made little capital available to lend to small 
businesses, and that is happening and banks are beginning to do something now, but the CDFI 
have no access to that capital, if we had access to it we could do so much more.  

So let me explain this process, to show you both in terms of community energy, CDFIs, CLTs 
what this process for diffusing and scaling social innovations is about. 

So what I have described over the 15 years, is that there is a first phase which is reactive you are 
experimenting, developing prototypes, seeking entrepreneurial energy to develop a way of doing 
that, and that what we have been doing in the 1990s with the 3 experimental CDFIs, over the first 
CLT in Cornwall. And then you develop beyond that, some understanding of what this is all 
about. Ad then you develop a process, the process really evolved, a process model, both for the 
financing and for the education - then you can teach people who can become managers who 

Community Finance – Lending Performance 

1. Loan delinquency low (1%) and bad debt marginal 

2.    Low interest (4-5%) and fitting products is key 

      - Wessex Home Improvement Loans do two home visits to 

double check their financial fact find 

3.      ‘Green  loans’: some pilots with Energy Saving Trust 

4. Challenge is low-cost capital: Funding for Lending (0.25% to 

1.5%) for UK banks from Bank of England; CDFI access is 
needed 
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understand how to do this, and then to actually follow the early adopting entrepreneurs into this 
process model. And then to optimize success.  

Then you can move to where you can find product diversification, which is the constructive 
phase, where you are developing different loan products, developing community energy 
solutions for different technologies, developing CLTs for urban, rural, sub-urban, renters, 
homeowners, self build, workspace, food projects, etc. You can diversify.  

Developing sectors is where the trade bodies come in- you begin to accelerates through 
knowledge of trade bodies. And we haven’t gotten into this one yet. This is where we begin to 
scale. Now the US with CDFI, even with CLTs you’re finding some scaling, for e.g. Irvine, CA, 
is developing a CLT for 10,000 people. When it is fully developed over 50 years it will be a land 
trust for 35,000 people, the largest community land trust in the US. That is scaling of CLTs in 
Irvine in California. They are building the largest CLT in the US. Chicago has developed a city-
wides CLT, Atlanta, some cities are getting this. In Irvine you are getting a pension fund. So you 
can really move to society and scaling up and out.  

 

How do we get there? I have learned this from Robin Murray, I learned it from my own 
experiences, is that we need to build public social partnerships. We can’t do this without 
engaging the civil servants, without engaging the municipalities, public, etc. 

  Summary Overview for Diffusing and Scaling 
Social Innovation 

Response 
Phases 

1. Reactive 2. Receptive 3. Constructive 4. Proactive 

Focus of 
attention 

End-of-pipe Process Product 
diversification 

Fully Integrated 
Systems 

Main Actors Entrepreneurs Managers Sector Society 

Driving 
Philosophy 

Experimentation Optimisation Acceleration Scaling up and 
out 
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We’ve had 30 years of public private partnerships, taken us to a place that is not very 
comfortable at the moment. So can we develop something that would be totally different like a 
coop sector, where it is public-social partnerships? And we can look to the past, because when 
economies tank and they go bust like they did in the 1929, after 4 years after the economy being 
stuck, Roosevelt came in and said we need a new game plan, at the end of Hoover’s regime 
called the Reconstruction Finance Corporation, it was Roosevelt who applied this. One of the 
things he did, at that time, rural areas could not access power because the private sector would 
not bring power to small towns. So FDR looked at Sweden they did re-electrification using coop 
structures. FDR decided to set up using the reconstruction finance corporation, to provide 2% 
capital over 10 years, develop rural electricity coops. They have been so successful out of the 
great depression and beyond, that by 1944 FDR had given 10 year money at 2%, he rolls the 
money for another 10 years, and the US electrification has really been driven by the coops. 
Today, 42 million coop members in the US in these rural energy coops, 42% of all US power 
lines are all owned by the coop sector. Today, we cannot access green energy because of the 
private sector. We need coops, just like they did in the 30s, we need them today.  

This is already beginning to happen. So in Germany, Germany established something like the 
Reconstruction Finance Corporation (RFC), called the KSW, the public development bank 
modeled on the RFC in the Marshall plan in 1948, to be a key partner for the reconstruction of 
Germany. But this company still exists. As a conservative, after Fukashima, because the German 
citizens did not want nuclear power to be developed in Germany, they decided to shut it down 
after Fukashima, the KSW is providing low cost finance to go green in Germany, they are 

Scaling Up Solutions 
Public-Social Partnerships  

Importance of Strategic Partnerships : Lessons both Past and Present 
1. Great Depression and New Deal: Reconstruction Finance Corporation 

(RFC) supported US development of rural electricity Co-ops with fixed 2% 
capital: today 42 million Co-op members and manage 42% of US 
distribution lines 

2. KfW established in 1948 based on RFC – key partner for small business 
and  ‘green’  low-cost finance are the German regional Co-op banks 

         - investing €1 billion a year for green energy solutions for homeowners, 
landlords and small businesses 

         - created and is sustaining 250,000 jobs 
3.      UK Strategic opportunity: Government plan for a small business 

development bank similar to KfW in Germany  
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investing 1 billion a year for green energy solutions for homeowners, for landlords and for small 
businesses. This is creating 250,000 jobs. This is serious business. But the actual providers of the 
finance is through the German regional cooperative banks and the municipal savings banks. 
These local cooperative or mutually owned finance institutions are providing the loans to make 
this green economy work. There is a strategic opportunity.  

In In the UK fortunately, the liberal democrats are in coalition with the conservatives and the 
secretary of state persuaded the conservatives to look at developing a KSW for Germany, so that 
could enable us to do what the Germans are doing in terms of home improvement finance.  

The coop is so important internationally in terms of what we could do for us to develop this great 
transition 

 

CED- no chance to mainstream. We have to become a cooperative economic democracy. How 
do we develop CED into cooperative economic democracy? That’s how we would scale. The 
non-profit sector has to understand this, because it is not possible without making small CED 
large CED. Well why? This is a recent review by the coops uk, which is the federation of all 
coops, “market research shows that citizens only have 18% trusts in the corporate sector, but 
they have a 79% trust in the coop sector.” 

Co-operative Economic Democracy Vision  
Untapped Transformative Power 

• I billion members worldwide 
• Providing services to 3 billion people weekly 
• More employees than the multinationals 
• Involved in all sectors of the economy 
• Co-ops UK: Trust in corporations only 18% by citizens 

compared to 79% trust level in Co-op business sector 
• Co-op sector growth of 20% in the UK since 2008 compared 

to national economy growth of 2% 
• Small  but  growing  number  of  ‘Co-operative  cities’  in  the  UK 
• Commitment by the International Co-operative Alliance to a 

‘Co-operative  decade  for  scaling  up’ 
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- The coop sector in the UK has grown faster than the national economy (see above slide) 
- Small but growing number of “cooperative cities” in the UK, local authorities, for 

example, Brixton 

There is a commitment International Cooperatives to move to a decade for scaling up, we need to 
take the coop sector, to charge the great transition because without coop sector we cannot scale 
up the innovations that I talked about. Last but not least, the coop needs to think about land 
reform, patient capital using fees (capitals reform has to be thought of by the credit union sector), 
multi-stakeholder coops where you have mutual ownership, for building food, energy, etc. 
sectors.  

Early pioneers have understood the ABCs of a cooperative economy. I think the coop sector has 
forgotten those ABCs but without land reform and finance reform.  

Without land reform and finance reform we are not going to be able to mobilize the low cost 
capital and access to space that we need to develop the cooperative economy. 

Q & A: Round 2 

Q (Mike Gismondi): How do you convince a policy community that you can build on 
grassroots innovation? We need to be influencing national policy levels, and I am curious to 
see what your approach is.  

If state policy context is crucial for community energy, how do we influence policy? 
Obviously FIT was key to the solar project. How do we sell grassroots innovation as 
something to support, when bureaucrats are looking at large scale solutions? 

Well really, I am interested in how you convince a policy community that you can build on 
grassroots innovations? There tends to be a culture in the policy community that it’s the private 
sector and the state that are going to drive policy. I just get this feeling- with electrical success, 
(solar panels was driven by feed-in-tariff), that we need to be influencing national policy levels. 
What is your approach for this? We have an opening to press for policy that seeks grassroots 
innovations. 

A (Pat Conaty): You have to influence policy to move from reactive to receptive. Who buys 
into that policy? I would have liked to have thought that this policy here, CLTs, would have 
already been bought into by now by the national government, either the labor government or the 
coalition, but that hasn’t happened yet.  

Its begun to happen in Wales. Fifteen months ago, when we set up a national task force for 
cooperative housing and land trusts, the UK government was not interest. On the other hand, 
once Labor came in 1997, they became very interested in access to finance for small business- 
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set up and allocated 40 million pounds to drive policy. This has changed a couple of years ago- 
the national government of conservative and liberal democrats is not interested in community 
land trusts. The policy has become frozen over.  

Under labor there was interest in community energy solutions and feed-in-tariffs. Under this 
government, they are interested in offshore rather than small scale, they want to know that green 
energy where it happens is what the big energy companies are driving rather than cooperatives or 
community ownership- this is a long, hard slog really.  

Furthermore, the academics have not engaged by in-large in this policy debate.  The University 
of Salford is really on its own: we need something like BALTA that begins to build partnerships 
between NGOs, sectors, universities, public social partnership framework. It is a great idea, we 
have demonstrated how it can work in practice, but there is no currency for public social 
partnerships at the moment 

 

Q (John): Is the lack of interest on the part of government in the UK and certainly in 
Canada, a cause by ideology? Or is it the influence of vested interests? Why is this 
resistance? Despite initial interest.  

A (Pat Conaty): Initially, I think there is a lack of seeing. In other words, the ideas are foreign 
and you have to educate people with respect to these opportunities. That is definitely the reason 
why you need to build them and hope that they’ll come. With the community loan funds, there 
has been growing policy interest and so the US has got a CDFI fund in treasury and the treasury 
under Clinton and Obama is actually making low cost capital available through CDFI, this seems 
to be going well in the US and seems to be going better here as well.  

Land reform has a lot of vested interests. And they are partly not profits that don’t want any 
interlopers. Obviously they don’t want any land reform because it has potential to be 
destabilizing.  

A (Robin Murray): I see on the ideological point, there are two elements: 

One is the neo-liberal element- which in the case of this coalition, there is undercurrent that has 
just remained, they like this idea but they have done absolutely nothing in the overall policy. I 
think this links into something which is shared both by free marketeers and by the officials. The 
centralization, the fact that we are too small, that this is just peripheral. In addition to this, we 
have not only had an increased centralization within the spheres of government we’ve also had 
these cuts, therefore the scopes for local authorities to do this. They are so heavily (a) controlled 
and (b) cut that their scope for doing this has been restricted. And then when it comes to 
something like solar. The example of solar, this opens up the real possibility of expansion 
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because of the feed in tariff. Then the treasury people cut it in half, this cost outrage amongst 
private people and public people. They stopped it effectively in its tracks.  

A (Pat): We have to fight with the intellectual high ground. The argument for cooperative 
economics is recommended through partnerships, decentralization and democratization of 
economics. We need to build this with academia, with intelligence. We can begin to mobilize the 
kind of intellectual power that we need to persuade political parties for this type of development. 
The intellectual high ground is critical.  

Q (Mike Lewis): Given this project, what does a focused long-term research program look 
like? What would some of the research questions that come out of this effort be? On the 
urban side, how can municipalities make room for this kind of thing? 

John Restakis: What scale are we talking about? How far and how wide are we looking to apply 
these ideas and how far along is this diffusion and scalability going to reach? Are we looking at 
national (Canada) or global?  

The second research question, which I think is crucial, in terms of influencing policy:  

Where the opportunities are to actually have an impact on public policy and public service to 
engage with the coop sector on these issues: to identify individuals and department, opportunities 
where we can have this kind of conversation. Who are the people? Where are the openings to 
actually have this kind of partnership possible, at regional or cross-regional level. Where are the 
openings, who are the people, and where are the opportunities?  

Julie: Most of the research is on energy cooperatives and the challenge has been power of 
private sector, policy initiatives and frameworks and agenda settings. A lot of what we are 
talking about in terms of the summary overview, how can we move from reactive to proactive? 
We need to address more concretely how to deal with this overwhelming power of the private 
sector on these issues?  

Michelle: I have been thinking of our current work and the capital region in Victoria and 
community land-trust model in Victoria and our effort to scale up.  There is a question in my 
mind, which comes first: national or provincial intermediaries to get themselves organized to 
build partnerships, to do learning and engage community stakeholders? We don’t have coalitions 
of intermediaries; we need to get organized at that level before the policy changes.  

Pat: What you are doing in BC, you’re engaging with coop housing sector, local authorities, etc. 
funding to lead on this research, that’s exactly what happened in England and Wales. We formed 
an action steering group, then met with the action body. So what you are doing is on the right 
path.  
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Mike G: I am interested in asking some of these questions with local authorities and municipal 
levels in cities. There is not just one state, the more vulnerable state. They don’t have the 
resources they used to… they have land and taxing abilities. I would like to strengthen our 
emphasis there. When I look at the private sector, there are multiple players in the private sector. 
We have to un-bundle that private sector. Are there private investors? Chambers of commerce? I 
live in a small community where I make a clean distinction between big box chains and the local 
stores that re buying locally and providing. I think that our last work in BALTA tried to make 
this argument in, I really think that we can play with that concept a bit more and try to find 
alliances there 

Seth: A lot of this transformation is looking at how public goods have become privatized. Seeing 
throughout this process: how this is going to affect income distribution, inequality and overall 
increase at income levels for those on the outside looking in? Distribution of income, wealth, in 
small communities- what is the tipping point of the shift in income distribution? How much do 
income levels have to factor out the majority of consumers that are able to be in the economy and 
benefit from this transformation?  

Ana Maria: I couldn’t help but think about what is happening here. Mike G and Michelle are 
involved with developing CLT process here, what stage are we at right now? What are the 
challenges that we see? The other comment that I wanted to say was that sure, we need to 
develop a strategic alliance, and again, Mike G we need to incorporate small business values for 
development, etc.  

Robin: NESTA has put out a big call, organizing a conference in November: Call for papers 
(with financial support) on research for social innovations, social innovations: 

More information: http://www.nesta.org.uk/  

If we looked at actual processes for diffusion and what we call scaling, we would see that there 
are different ways in which this has happened, there has to be a system in which local or various 
bits of government, showing that if this is to become substantial, they play a role within a system 
rather than us going to them. If they are interested, they must see that we are involved as well.  
 
Pat: The Evergreen Cooperative that was established in England- they are working on part on 
basic needs, retro-fitting housing, food, jobs, community, etc. They have found fertile grounds 
while on the lookout for opportunities. 
 
The other thing I would say about the private sector is that the problems internationally are there 
because of over-centralization of the economy, there is too much globalization. There is neglect 
of the local. To revive the economy, we need to go to the local level. The alliances are with those 
people that are hardwired to the local economy. That’s why I think the points about small 
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business sector locally, with local interests, partnerships with local private sector are really key, 
the private sector is really critical. It’s also the side of the private sector that we are talking about. 
Why emphasize the coop sector? How do we get them to invest in these smaller projects is a 
critical research question….  
 
When you look at this scaling, if you are moving from constructive to proactive, there is an 
emphasis to integrate: working in silos, each sector and each area has its own challenges. What 
do they have in common? We need to access policy framework helpful to us, etc.  
 
There are lot of generic areas that overlap despite the differences in sector, there needs to be a 
dialogue so that these sectors are talking and bringing together common problems and common 
solutions, this is very important for scaling. How do we bring these needs together?  
 
Mike Lewis: I thought that Pat's closing remarks about overlap, and common problems across 
all the sectors and the need to recognize common solutions (Land, finance, capacity, policy) was 
very sharp.  
 
He noted how this common recognition and narrative could empower joint advocacy for policy 
change and other strategies (like public social partnership, new ownership models, and the local 
government seeing them as an ally in this). We need to draw attention to this in each research 
frameworks as well as across the three research clusters.  
 
How to research building joint advocacy? 


